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There is a question in my mind, why they heed to kill others to be satisfied of having 

revenge? Every new that we are watching there is always a crime involve. Our government is 
doing their best to avoid having crime, but why crime is always there? Is it part of our life? We 
cannot enjoy our leaving here if we can always hear about that, I felt that I am living in a zoo 
because a cant understand my companion, I don't know how to treat them like what a human 
beings attitude. My mind will be unpeaceful and also my heart.  

“We need justice”, that phrase is so common to hear because this phrase is usually altered 
by those families/people that need justice for their love ones. One reason of having an unpeaceful 
life is because of disobeying human rights.  

As I observe nowadays in our country, the people became bad; doing things that can 
affect the living of other people. For me, we cannot blame other people to have an unpeaceful 
living because peace start from our own self, if we have peace in our own I'm sure that we can 
live peacefully because you cannot give the things if you don't have it; respecting and accepting 
other people can help to have a peaceful living. You must know how to treat fair to those people 
around you. If you have this kind of character you know how to obey rules and know what 
"Human Rights" mean. My mind was divided into two, whether I'll blame the government or the 
people who made those bad things. If I have a chance to talk those people, the best question that 
I will ask, if what is the main reason why they did those bad things. In my own opinion, people 
who made those bad things is just to be able to survive and feed their family. As we heard from 
the news, their answer is just like that, ika nga nila "Kapit sa patalim" (according, holding on to 
the sharp edge) just to survive. Majority of those people who made this is those people who don't 
have work and have their own family. I know that our government is looking for the solution of 
this problem.  

Peace is essential to all. Peace can be brought through good relationship in the society, 
giving value to right things and making a better interaction toward people. Every individual 
needs to be socially aware especially our fellows. Achieving such kind of good relationship can 
make each of us feel accepted and it gives ourselves a feeling of worthiness. People have the 
right to be accepted especially to their differences and any aspect of their being. Each has a 
specification and is needed to be understood. Differences of people is normal.  

Discrimination is one of the reason of having an unpeaceful life because if you 
discriminate other people your just showing them that they are worthless here in the world, they 
feel discourage of their life of who and what they are, if the time come and if they fell disparate 
they will think to revenge to those people who made their life unreasonable in this world, and it 
might affect this action to other people.  

Each one of us is different. We cannot avoid having conflict with others because of our 
own understanding and beliefs that's why we have to obey what we call "Human Rights", 
without this we cannot have a peaceful living because we don't know how to accept other people.  

In our individuals, we have right to do anything but it has a limitation, to avoid 
misunderstanding or conflict with others. Misunderstanding is he one reason of having an 
unpeaceful living, we cannot avoid of having an attitude that what we call "Hindi Magpapatalo" 



(don’t want to be at the losing side) because we don't want to be step on by other people. We are 
so lucky of having human rights because we can fight for our own good to have a peaceful 
living.  

Without human rights, we know how to abuse the life of other people, the world will 
have a flood of blood, the life will be shorter and most of the entire world will be occupied by 
demons, we don't even know who is God in our life, we are thinking that everyone of us is the 
most powerful among. I am prefer to be unborn that to live in a bloody world. 


